The Rules Geek
Quiz #8 (Week #6) - 2013
Prepared by: Jerry Peters in association with
Beau Rugg and Dr. Bruce Maurer
NFHS Rules
1. A, 4/4 @ B’s 20 YL. K sets up in a FG formation. The K linemen are standing on the LOS. The holder starts yelling
out his cadence and suddenly on one of the words all K players quickly and abruptly shift down into a 3 pt. stance.
3 R players encroach. The LJ and LM both throw flags and signal FST on R. Ruling: If the LM and LJ deem K’s
abrupt shift simulates the start of the play then this is a FST on K. Rule: 7-1-7 and Case play 7.1.7 Sit. B
2. K players huddle behind their free kick line to start the game. All K players break and run toward the ball but then stop
before reaching their free kick line. 2 R players come across their free kick line thinking K is attempting an onside kick.
Ruling: R is guilty of ENC. 5 yard penalty and K will now FK from their 45 YL. Rule: 6-1-3
3. A, 3/12 @ B’s 45 YL. A is in a 5 wide spread formation. A2, A3 and A4 are on the right side of the field. The ball is
snapped and A1 throws a forward pass to A4. A2 and A3 are blocking their opponents down field after the snap but
stop just before the ball is thrown. Ruling: A2 and A3 are guilty of OPI. Rule: 7-5-8a and Case play 7.5.8
4. A, 2/6 @ B’s 30 YL. A1 realizes he’s supposed to be on the field. A only has 10 players on the field. A1 runs on the
field and gets set on the LOS about 7 yds from A’s SL just before the ball is snapped. Ruling: LB Foul for Illegal
formation on A1. A1 must be inside the 9 YD marks (the numbers) momentarily before the snap. Rule: 72-1
5. A, 4/11 @ A's 49 YL. A1 leaves the field and goes into his team box area. A's HC is upset with A1 for coming off
the field as he’s A's up back on the punt team. A1 runs back onto the field and assumes his position in the punt
formation. The ball is snapped and punted. Ruling: DB foul for illegal substitution on A1. During the same DB
interval no player shall withdrawal and re-enter as a substitute (go back on the field) unless a penalty is
accepted, a DB foul occurs, there is a charged TO or the quarter ends. Rule: 3-7-3
6. A, 3/15 @ B’s 35 YL. A2 runs toward B’s GL. A2 fumbles near the SL at B’s 2 YL. The fumbled ball crosses the GL
inside the pylon. B recovers the fumble with his one foot touching the SL. Ruling: B Touchback. B, 1/10 @ B’s
20 YL. The Wing will need to explain this ruling to the HC. Rule 8.
7. K, 4/7 @ R’s 20 YL. Before the snap all K lineman line up with their legs behind each other (“locked”) to close the
gaps. Ruling: Foul for illegal formation. Before the snap only the players next to the snapper can lock
legs with the snapper. Rule: 7-2-2

OHSAA Mechanics

8. A, 1/G @ B’s 7 YL. The ball is on the right HM. The LM positions himself 2 yds outside of the SL and the LJ comes
into the field where he’s no more than 10 yds. to the nearest A player on his side of the field.
Ruling: Incorrect.
Before the snap when in GL mechanics (on or inside the +10 YL) the LJ and LM’s IP is 2 yds. outside of
their respective SL. Gold book: page. 14- #17.C.3.
9. A, 2/7 @ B’s 45 YL. At the snap A2 runs 2 yds and goes OOB on his own and runs in the restricted area for 5 yds. then
comes back in at B’s 38 YL where he blocks B2. The LM throws his flag where A2 comes back into the field for illegal
participation. Ruling: Incorrect mechanic by the LM. Where A2 ran OOB the LM should’ve thrown his hat

also. Gold book: page 14- #18-A

OHSAA Regulations
10. A, 2/8 @ B’s 9 YL in OT. The score is 10-10 A1’s pass is intercepted by B1. B1 runs the ball 91 yds. the R follows the
play in reverse mechanics and signals TD. Ruling: Incorrect no TD. On the COP when B1 gained possession
the ball was immediately dead and A’s series has ended. Gold Book: Pg. 29 #10.

“Confidence is contagious. So is lack of confidence.”
Vince Lombardi

